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Abstract: Motivations and Goals
● p(e,e'K+)Λ,Σ0 reactions will be studied at Jefferson Labs 

Hall C for the frst time above the resonance region in 
experiment E12-09-011.

● Complementary data for p(e,e′p)π0,η,ρ,ω,η′,φ reactions  

was considered in the work.

● Study which backward angle mesons are feasible to study 
using complementary data from E12-09-011.
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Deep Exclusive Inelastic Scattering
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DIS Energy Region
Scattering Processes

The kinematic settings in E12-09-011 range from:
● 0.40 GeV2 ≤ Q2 ≤ 5.5 GeV2 (photon virtuality) 
● 2.32 GeV ≤ W ≤ 3.37 GeV (hadronic invariant mass)
● 0.064 GeV2 ≤ −t ≤ 0.531 GeV2 (four momentum 

transfer).

αs   decreasing
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Deep Exclusive Inelastic Scattering

Forward Angle
(t-channel)

Backward Angle
(u-channel)

p(e,e′p)π0,η,ρ,ω,η′,φ p(e,e'K+)Λ,Σ0

Mandelstam Processes

● u represents how backward a 
produced meson can go

● s represents the invariant 
mass of the hadronic system

● t represents how forward a 
produced meson can go

High -t interaction:
t-channel becomes a u-channel 5



Experimental Overview
● E12-09-011 - Extract Separated Cross Sections 

(L/T/LT/TT) for p(e,e'K+)Λ,Σ0 reactions above the 
resonance region using the Rosenbluth Separation 
Technique.

● Complementary data - Extract Separated Cross 
Sections (L/T/LT/TT) for p(e,e′p)π0,η,ρ,ω,η′,φ 
reactions using the Rosenbluth Separation Technique.

The Rosenbluth Separation Technique Involves taking measurements 
at: the same Q2, W, -t, x

B

but different ε

Combining lepton and hadron tensors gives us:
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Experimental Overview
● Measurements are taken over full φ coverage, removing the factor of 2π as well as 

all φ dependence.
● Integration over the experimental acceptance is performed, making the cross 

sections free of interference terms.

Implications:

Each set of kinematic settings, {Q2, W, -t, x
B
, ε, Tinc,Te′, θe′,θq, Pp, Θpq}, 

we want to study has to be taken in pairs with different ε. 
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Experimental Overview
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Kinematics Settings



Experimental Overview
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Hall C Spectrometers
● The HMS and SHMS are both 

small solid angle magnetic 
focusing spectrometers

● Both have similar detector set ups:

● Drift chambers for calculating  
charged particle trajectories and 
momenta

● Hodoscopes measure the time-
of-fight of charged particles, and 
allow the implementation of a 
trigger system

● Heavy gas Cerenkov (HGC) 
detectors are used to separate 
pions and electrons

● Aerogel Cerenkov detectors 
separate pion from protons at high
momentum (pp > 3 GeV/c)

● The lead glass calorimeters are 
used to provide additional 
particle identifcation/separation



SIMC
The Standard Hall C Monte Carlo Package

● Takes input files with necessary physical parameters to 
simulate specific processes

For each event:

● The coordinates of the interaction vertex, and the initial energy (E) 
and three-momentum ( p ) are generated randomly within specifed 
limits.

● The tracking of the outgoing particles are simulated with HMS and 
SHMS subroutines.

● Valid triggers are determined when a particle

● Kinematic Settings
● Target Parameters
● Spectrometer Acceptance
● Spectrometer Offsets

● is within all the spectrometer’s apertures
● crosses the minimum number of detectors in 

the huts 10



Project Overview

Determining the feasibility of studying p(e,e′p)π0,η,ρ,ω,η′,φ 
reactions includes:
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● Running simulations using SIMC to 
generate a data set of anticipated 
values for descriptive variables such 
as Q2, W, -t, x

B
, M

m
, etc.

● Applying spectrometer acceptance 
cuts & W-Q2 cuts, as well as 
normalization factors & weight factors, 
to SIMC generated data using CERN’s 
data analysis framework, ROOT.

● Analyzing missing mass, M
m
, 

distributions to find meson yields.



● 500,000 successful events were simulated using SIMC 
for all 19 kinematic settings and for each meson, 
π0,η,ρ,ω,η′,φ (X ≡{π0,η,ρ,ω,η′,φ}).

● Spectrometer cuts were applied to all distributions 
used in this work.

● Overlapping diamonds mean L-T separation is 
possible
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The simulation diamond plot for the p(e,e′p)ω reaction. 
Q2 = 2.00 GeV2, W = 3.14 GeV2, εred = 0.395, εblack = 
0.752, θq = 6.20 deg.



Anticipated Production Yields of Backward Angle Mesons

Missing Mass Plots
Used as a way of extracting production yields after cuts and factors are 
applied.
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A reconstructed missing mass linear-scale plot for 
Q2 = 2.00 GeV2, W = 3.14 GeV, ε = 0.395, θq = 
6.20 deg. 

Linear-scale

A reconstructed missing mass linear-scale plot for 
Q2 = 2.00 GeV2, W = 3.14 GeV, ε = 0.395, θ

q
 = 6.20 

deg.

Log-scale 
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 A reconstructed log-scale missing mass plot for Q2 = 0.40 GeV2, W = 2.45 GeV, ε = 0.411, θq = 5.60 deg without 
spectrometer acceptance cuts (left) and with spectrometer acceptance cuts (right). This demonstrates how the width of 
the distribution is effected by spectrometer acceptance cuts. This distribution is much wider than the same distribution 
with spectrometer acceptance cuts

Mesons were deemed not 
feasible to study if their missing 
mass distributions did not have 
adequate coverage

● Missing mass distribution has 
peak that aligns with accepted 
mass value

● Healthy yield characteristics
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A table of settings with adequate missing mass 
coverage for mesons, X. The main limiting factor 
was the π0 meson not having yields above 10−3 

events/mC for each of the missing settings from 
our list of 19 settings.

If we disregard π0, and η at Q2 = 0.40 GeV2, 
we have adequate missing mass coverage 
for each meson at each setting. 

Observation:

To summarize, these missing mass plots provide us with information 
that tells us which kinematic settings, and for which backward-angle 
mesons, complementary data from experiment E12-09-011 is feasible.

However, we still have to consider the production rates. 
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The time required to produce 10,000 successful events with the specified 
kinematic settings assuming 70 μA beam current on a 10 cm LH2 target. The 
“Allocated Time (Hrs.)” is the updated beam time estimates for E12-09-011. 
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Illustrating the difference between time required for 
10,000 good events...

Log-Plot Linear-Plot
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Removing the settings not in the allocated beam time...
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Thank You!
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φ-meson diamond plot with Q2 = 3.00 
GeV2, W = 2.32 GeV, εred = 0.634, 
εblack = 0.888, θq = 14.1 deg 

η-meson diamond plot with Q2 = 3.00 
GeV2, W = 2.32 GeV, εred = 0.634, 
εblack = 0.888, θq = 14.1 deg. 
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